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O ur photographic guide, Mike
Gere, showcases his favourite
image, which is a vast expanse of
ice framed by the silhouettes of

distant black spruce trees. Above the outlines,
the inky black sky is dotted with stars. In the
middle of the frame, a ripple of green and
mauve swirls vividly across the sky.

We, a group of wannabe-Getty photogra-
phers, cry “Ooooh!’’ in appreciation.

If there’s any image I’d like to record, it’s
the incredible phenomenon of the Northern
Lights. Aurora Borealis, the Goddess of
Dawn. And here’s my chance. I’ve ventured
with Canadian company Frontiers North Ad-
ventures to the tiny frontier town of Church-
ill, located on Manitoba’s Hudson Bay in
Canada’s central north. This is where the sub-
Arctic morphs into the vast, icy expanses of
the Arctic proper. It is where Mike took his
stunning shot. And, if I’m lucky, with his help
I’ll capture the lights, too.

But that’s not my only focus. I’m also here
to partake in a gastronomic adventure that’s
as quirky as its name, RAW:Churchill. As the
lights entertain overhead, guests dine at a
pop-up restaurant situated within the walls of
the 250-year-old Prince of Wales Fort. Locat-
ed near Churchill, on the remote peninsula of
Eskimo Point, where the Churchill River
flows into Hudson Bay, this outpost was con-
structed to protect the interests of the highly
profitable British fur business, Hudson Bay
Company, against its French rival. The de-
mand? Hats made of beaver felts, considered
high fashion in the 17th century.

The idea behind this crazy culinary con-
cept is Winnipeg chef Mandel Hitzer who,
along with Joe Kalturnyk, director of Winni-
peg’s RAW:gallery of Architecture and De-
sign, runs RAW:almond, the city’s annual
winter pop-up restaurant-on-ice. So popular
are these events, they created the concept
around other locations in Manitoba, includ-
ing Churchill.

Known as the polar bear capital of the
world, Churchill (population 900 in high sea-
son) attracts thousands of spring visitors
eager to spot the animals as they return from
the thawing ice. Summer, meanwhile, brings
beluga whales to the region. 

Winter sees the lights and, since 2016,
RAW:Churchill. Plus, as I discover over three
action-packed days, it offers snow-filled fun.
We strap on snowshoes and trudge across the
tundra. We race through boreal forests
aboard dogsleds pulled by eager Alaskan hus-

kies. It’s exhilarating stuff. Our winter visit
coincides with unseasonably balmy tempera-
tures, at least according to the Churchillians
who tell me it’s “positively summery’’; the
thermometer hits a chilly -12C while usually
at this time of year it drops as low as -50C.
Warm, too, are the ultra-friendly locals.
Brian, a local hunter, invites me to view the
foxes he’s skinning. “Are ya queasy?” he asks,
grinning. The postmaster, Shavon, stamps my
passport with an image of a polar bear; Dale
and Rhoda, owners of the hardware store, ex-
plain how the town has suffered since the
train services were suspended following flood
damage to the rails in May last year. Now,
Churchill’s only means of access is via plane
or ship.

On a brighter note, it’s our final evening
and time for our double showing of
RAW:churchill and nature’s much antici-
pated light spectacle. To reach our fort-based
dining room, we must drive 4km over
Churchill River and onto the tundra. Laden
with beanies and gloves, tripods and cameras,
we scramble aboard the Tundra Buggy, a spe-
cially designed vehicle with massive wheels. It
trundles slowly over the ice field, lurching
now and then as it climbs, army-tank style, up
and over hummocks. 

Eventually, a thin black sliver appears in
the distance. As we get closer it morphs into
the fort. The sun has set and the icy expanse is
engulfed by dark grey. The air is strangely
muffled, like a hotel corridor that’s overly in-
sulated by plush carpet. We are utterly isolat-

ed. In the middle of nowhere. It’s a wonderful
sensation.

The buggy backs up to the fort entrance, an
opening in the thick, limestone wall. As we
alight, fort guard Kevin Burke greets us. He
clutches a rifle against his chest. He doesn’t
mince his words; paw prints of a mother polar
bear and her cub have been spotted just out-
side the walls. We’re ushered immediately to
the dining space, a contemporary yurt-like
structure, with a wooden frame and clear
Perspex covering. Inside, a pine table stretch-
es before us, set with cutlery and wine glasses
that sparkle from mellow spotlights overhead.
Around the table are stools, draped with furs.
Despite the snow floor, it’s surprisingly snug
inside. Lounge music plays in the background.

Meanwhile, at the far end of the yurt, Hit-
zer and his team, sporting bright orange over-
alls, are hunched over a plate-covered bench,
expertly ladling sauces and wiping smudges.
It’s a scene from a top city restaurant, not
here within a historic fort on an isolated tun-
dra. Hitzer leaves his post. His voice cracks
with emotion as he offers a toast: “It’s fantas-
tic to be part of culinary Canada. I am so
lucky to have the opportunity to bring people
to this extraordinary place.” Waving an arm
in the direction of the icescape, he says, “It’s
incredible we get to call this ours.”

The locale is not all he shares. First come
appetisers of lobster and melons, and Manito-
ba caribou tartare. Then five delectable cours-
es comprising Canadian produce. The
flavours and aromas pop, as do the colours,

vivid pink and green, orange and white.
There’s scallops with seared cabbage; tagli-
atelle and a mushroom butter; rutabaga
(swede) and prawns; sablefish in lobster
broth. I sip happily on a glass of Cave Spring
pinot noir. To top it off? An almond panna
cotta with toasted almonds and matcha cake.
It’s a masterful execution.

Hitzer is happy, too, especially as the pre-
vious (and only the second) RAW:churchill
event was cancelled after several nights due
to an extreme 56-hour blizzard. So as not to
waste the ingredients he’d flown in, Hitzer
cooked up a culinary storm in Churchill and
opened his doors to the entire town once
they’d dug themselves out of their homes.

Aurora, however, is not so generous. Nor-
mally, we are told, if Mother Nature’s amaz-
ing spectacle performs, the interior lights are
switched off after the meal so guests can gaze
upwards. Our lights remain on. Far from
working her magic of the gods, Aurora re-
mains behind a giant, grey quilt of cloud.

Mistakenly, it seems, smartphone forecast
apps indicate a high chance of an evening sky
performance. But some guests are still quite
hopeful.

Personally, I am humbled that Mother Na-
ture is teasing us, that the predictors are inac-
curate. After all, this is the natural world;
sightings are not guaranteed. Our world, and
even travel experiences, are in danger of be-
coming too predictable.

On our return in the Tundra Buggy I am
deep in thought. I don’t mind that the North-
ern Lights are elusive. I’ve rubbed shoulders
with adventurer ghosts of Canadian history.
I’m tasting Hitzer’s Manitoban flavours that
linger on my tongue. I am thrilled by truly
sensing the vastness of the universe.

I haven’t managed to photograph the Aur-
ora, but I’ve captured this enlightening ex-
perience nonetheless. Only in a way I least
expected.

Kate Armstrong was a guest of Travel Manito-
ba and Frontiers North Adventures.
■ travelmanitoba.com
■ frontiersnorth.com
■ raw-churchill.com

HEAVENLY DELIGHTS

Taste sensations under 
the northern sky

KATE ARMSTRONG

MORE TO THE STORY

Aurora Borealis (or Northern Lights) 
takes place in the northern hemisphere.
In Churchill, the viewing season is 
February-March when the bay is frozen,
the nights are long and there’s less 
moisture in the atmosphere. Auroras 
occur when charged particles are 
released from the sun and enter Earth’s
atmosphere where they collide with gas
atoms. The result? Lights of varying 
colours, often yellows, mauves and vivid
greens, that appear in different shapes,
from ripple-like curtains to waves. These
can appear to swirl or dance across the
sky, sometimes faintly and at other times
more aggressively. Although it’s possible
to see the lights, depending on their 
strength, they are less obvious to the 
naked eye; a camera’s ability to 
accumulate light makes the auroras more
intense. Photographers should note, 
however, to remove any lens filters as 
this can create an effect known as 
Newton’s rings.

Mother Nature is in charge here; the
Northern Lights are unpredictable. Even
if they are active, sightings of the 
spectacle are not guaranteed. Conditions
must be ideal. To start with, space 
weather and solar winds play a vital 
factor. Even if there’s activity, nights must
be dark and clear (though in extreme 
conditions the weather can change in a
flash, for both better and worse). For 
photographic equipment you need a 
tripod and ideally, a wide-angle lens, set
on a large aperture and long exposure. 
And occasionally, don’t forget to step 
away from peering through the lens to 
simply enjoy the atmosphere.
KATE ARMSTRONG

RAW:Churchill pop-up restaurant, top; its 
chefs at work, above; Aurora Borealis 
appears for lucky diners, left


